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A Special Blend Of Murder: A Food And Wine Club Mystery Book 1
An uncanny literary thriller addressing the painful legacy of lynching in the US, by the author of Telephone Percival Everett’s The Trees is a
page-turner that opens with a series of brutal murders in the rural town of Money, Mississippi. When a pair of detectives from the Mississippi
Bureau of Investigation arrive, they meet expected resistance from the local sheriff, his deputy, the coroner, and a string of racist White
townsfolk. The murders present a puzzle, for at each crime scene there is a second dead body: that of a man who resembles Emmett Till. The
detectives suspect that these are killings of retribution, but soon discover that eerily similar murders are taking place all over the country.
Something truly strange is afoot. As the bodies pile up, the MBI detectives seek answers from a local root doctor who has been documenting
every lynching in the country for years, uncovering a history that refuses to be buried. In this bold, provocative book, Everett takes direct aim at
racism and police violence, and does so in a fast-paced style that ensures the reader can’t look away. The Trees is an enormously powerful
novel of lasting importance from an author with his finger on America’s pulse.
Hedgewitch Katie Lightfoot is juggling wedding preparations, a visit from her father, and home renovations on top of her hours at the
Honeybee Bakery. But when firefighter Randy Post is accused of murdering a collector of rarities, Katie steps in. Randy is not only Katie's
fiance's coworker, but also the boyfriend of fellow spellbook club member and witch Bianca Devereaux. Bianca and Declan are both sure
Randy is innocent, and so is Katie. However, to prove it she'll have to work with ornery detective Peter Quinn again - and this time around he
knows she's more than your everyday baker.
What is the relationship between literature and morality? Theatre and ethics? Film and moral values? Israeli novelist and critic Abraham B.
Yehoshua considers these crucial questions and discusses nine literary works to show how the moral issue renders new readings and
understandings of them.
Susan Kelly finds she has accidentally recorded a secret conversation that could ruin a prominent US Senator and reach high into the CIA.
Desperate for a place to hide, she chooses the world of the homeless.
A Food and Wine Club Mystery Book 1
Murder with Cinnamon Scones
The Severed Key
The Carnegie Museum Murders
Christmas Fudge Fatality (Murder in the Mix Mysteries)
Murder on the Champs-Élysées

This unique collection of 14 murder mystery novels has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards.
Contents: Detectives White & Furneaux Mysteries: The Postmaster's Daughter Number Seventeen The Strange Case of
Mortimer Fenley The De Bercy Affair What Would You Have Done? Reginald Brett, Barrister Detective: The Albert Gate
Mystery The Stowmarket Mystery; Or, A Legacy of HatePage
Inspector
White: A Mysterious Disappearance Detective1/13
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Inspector Clancy: The Bartlett Mystery Supernatural Mystery: The Late Tenant International Intrigue & Murder Mystery:
One Wonderful Night Political Mysteries: His Unknown Wife The Day of Wrath: A Story of 1914 The Stowaway Girl
A Special Blend of MurderA Food and Wine Club Mystery Book 1
“Breaks new ground in its examination of the role of newspaper reporting during the police hunt for the first notorious
serial killer.”—Reviews in History Press coverage of the 1888 mutilation murders attributed to Jack the Ripper was of
necessity filled with gaps and silences, for the killer remained unknown and Victorian journalists had little experience
reporting serial murders and sex crimes. This engrossing book examines how fourteen London newspapers—dailies and
weeklies, highbrow and lowbrow—presented the Ripper news, in the process revealing much about the social, political,
and sexual anxieties of late Victorian Britain and the role of journalists in reinforcing social norms. L. Perry Curtis surveys
the mass newspaper culture of the era, delving into the nature of sensationalism and the conventions of domestic murder
news. Analyzing the fourteen newspapers—two of which emanated from the East End, where the murders took place—he
shows how journalists played on the fears of readers about law and order by dwelling on lethal violence rather than sex,
offering gruesome details about knife injuries but often withholding some of the more intimate details of the pelvic
mutilations. He also considers how the Ripper news affected public perceptions of social conditions in Whitechapel. “The
apparently motiveless violence of the Whitechapel killings denied journalists a structure, and it is the resulting creativity in
news reporting that L Perry Curtis Jr describes. His impressive book makes a genuine contribution to 19th-century history
in a way that books addressing the banal question of the identity of the Ripper do not.”—The Guardian
In national bestselling author Vicki Delany’s delightful Tea by the Sea mystery series, Lily Roberts—Cape Cod tearoom
proprietress and part-time sleuth—stirs up trouble when she unwittingly serves one of her grandmother’s B&B guests a
deadly cup of tea . . . Lily has her work cut out for her when a visit from her grandmother Rose’s dear friend, Sandra
McHenry, turns into an unexpected—and unpleasant—McHenry family reunion. The squabbling boils over and soon Tea by
the Sea’s serene afternoon service resembles the proverbial tempest in a teapot. Somehow, Lily and her tearoom
survive the storm, and Sandra’s bickering brethren finally retreat to Rose’s B & B. But later that evening, a member of
their party—harmless Ed French—dies from an apparent poisoning and suddenly Tea by the Sea is both scene and
suspect in a murder investigation! Mercifully, none of the other guests fall ill. They all ate the same food, but Ed insisted
on bringing his own special blend of herbal teas. So it seems, amid the whining and dining, someone snuck up to one of
Lily’s cherished teapots and fatally spiked Ed’s bespoke brew, but who? Was it Ed’s long-estranged sister-in-law? Did
teenage troublemaker Tyler take a prank too far? Or perhaps the family’s feuds have been steeping for longer than
anyone realizes? It’s up to Lily, Rose, and their friends to get to the bottom of the poisoned pot and bag the real culprit
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behind the kettle murder plot.
Witness to a Murder 2
The Definitive How-To Guide
Stay Sexy & Don't Get Murdered
Allison's Wedding Dress
In Too Deep
And a Host of Other Exciting Stories

The instant #1 New York Times and USA Today best seller by Karen Kilgariff and Georgia Hardstark, the voices behind the hit podcast My
Favorite Murder! Sharing never-before-heard stories ranging from their struggles with depression, eating disorders, and addiction, Karen and
Georgia irreverently recount their biggest mistakes and deepest fears, reflecting on the formative life events that shaped them into two of the
most followed voices in the nation. In Stay Sexy & Don’t Get Murdered, Karen and Georgia focus on the importance of self-advocating and
valuing personal safety over being ‘nice’ or ‘helpful.’ They delve into their own pasts, true crime stories, and beyond to discuss meaningful
cultural and societal issues with fierce empathy and unapologetic frankness. “In many respects, Stay Sexy & Don’t Get Murdered distills the
My Favorite Murder podcast into its most essential elements: Georgia and Karen. They lay themselves bare on the page, in all of their
neuroses, triumphs, failures, and struggles. From eating disorders to substance abuse and kleptomania to the wonders of therapy, Kilgariff
and Hardstark recount their lives with honesty, humor, and compassion, offering their best unqualified life-advice along the way.”
—Entertainment Weekly “Like the podcast, the book offers funny, feminist advice for survival—both in the sense of not getting killed and just,
like, getting a job and working through your personal shit so you can pay your bills and have friends.” —Rolling Stone At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A baker who sees the dead. One too many suitors. And a killer. Living in Honey Hollow can be murder. A laugh out loud standalone cozy
mystery by New York Times Bestseller Addison Moore* All books in the series can be read individually but are best enjoyed in order.
***Includes RECIPE*** My name is Lottie Lemon, and I see dead people. Okay, so I rarely see dead people, mostly I see furry creatures of
the dearly departed variety who have come back from the other side to warn me of their previous owner’s impending doom. The holidays
have arrived, and the Jolly Holly Tree Lot is hosting a special event that has pets and people alike bustling to get a picture with the jolly old elf
himself. My sweet cats are just as anxious as I am to get to the front of the line, but that body I stumble upon threatens to take the joy right
out of the season. Lottie Lemon has a brand new bakery to tend to, a budding romance with perhaps one too many suitors, and she has the
supernatural ability to see the dead—which are always harbingers for ominous things to come. Throw in the occasional ghost of the human
variety, a string of murders, and her insatiable thirst for justice, and you’ll have more chaos than you know what to do with. Living in the small
town of Honey Hollow can be murder.
Was the crash deliberately contrived, a diabolical piece of sabotage, or was it cruelly fortuitous? Simon Drake—Miss Nielsen’s very
personable and popular lawyer-detective—happens to be at the airport at the time of the crash, and notices that some surprising people have
been awaiting the ill-fated plane: among them, a gangster boss and a millionaire playboy. He hastens to take his boat out into the bay, to help
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search for possible survivors, but all he manages to pick up is one piece of hand luggage—a cosmetics case which is identified as belonging
to Sigrid Thorsen, a young starlet who was joining her fiancé at Los Angeles. And the severed key concealed in the case is the first of many
clues in the extremely dangerous and complex adventure which invades Drake’s life. The mystery develops in many directions, and Drake
finds himself and his friens more and more involved. In the background there is the hovering, enigmatic presence of the gangster boss. And
from time to time a trio of utterly amoral hippies erupt into the narrative. As we approach the very tense climax, the plot grows darker and
more deadly: Miss Nielsen has many surprises in reserve.
A tea shop owner in Pennsylvania’s Amish country is steeped in a murder case in this mystery in the USA Today-bestselling series—includes
recipes! As local merchants unite to attract tourists for a much anticipated weekend quilting event in Pennsylvania’s Amish country, business
is sure to spill over into eateries like Daisy’s Tea Garden. Gorgeous craftwork is hanging everywhere—but among the quilts, potholders, and
placemats, one gallery owner is wrapped up in some dangerous affairs. Reese Masemer had been dating one of Daisy’s employees, Tessa,
an artist, though their last interaction was as strained as a cup of loose leaf tea. Now Reese has been found dead near a covered bridge
where Tessa’s been practicing her sketches. She’s the obvious suspect, but Daisy’s learning that there were some major secrets in Reese’s
background, and several of his relationships were infused with resentment. To save Tessa, she’ll have to find out who’s tainted this quaint
little town with murder… “Readers are immediately drawn to main character Daisy Swanson and her beloved Aunt Iris.”—Suspense
Magazine
A Novel
A Special Blend of Murder
Secrets Beyond the Door
The Postmaster's Daughter, What Would You Have Done?, The Albert Gate Mystery, The Stowmarket Mystery, The Bartlett Mystery, The
Late Tenant, The Day of Wrath, One Wonderful Night…
Critical Survey of Long Fiction: V.S. Pritchett-August Strindberg

Good Wine, Good Friends and a little Murder! Nicki Connors likes her life in the center of
Northern California's wine country. She has a thriving freelance writing career, good friends
close by, a handsome boyfriend and now the perfect kitchen to cook in. What more could a girl
want? Certainly not to stumble across a spilled bottle of wine, a shattered glass and a dead
body! The well-known winemaker was, as the Chief of Police declared, "dead as a doornail", and
Nicki is sure it's murder! Along with her good friends, Alex and Jenna, and her one-of-a-kind
landlady, Maxie, Nicki's determined to uncover who killed the much-despised winemaker, and what
was so special about his personal blend of wine? In the very best tradition of a riveting
"whodunit" mystery, with twists and turns to keep you guessing, Nicki and her friends of amateur
detectives will make you laugh and wonder "who murdered the winemaker" until the very last clue!
A Special Blend of Murder has recurring characters, but can easily be read as a standalone book.
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Allison's Wedding Dress, one of the 46 short stories in this book is based on a young woman the
author met and observed while living and working in Aberdeen, Washington. The fictionalized
account of her life was chosen to be the cornerstone of this collection of short stories, all of
which are written by the author of this book. This collection is sure to entertain readers of
all ages. Allison, raised by her great aunt and uncle, lived under extremely rigid conditions.
She was forced to marry a total stranger who used her in place of frequenting the local brothel.
Emotionally battered and practically brainwashed that she was going to go to hell, Allison lived
a lonesome and forlorn life in her and John's tiny rundown home next to the railroad tracks. The
very same house where her mother, by the same name, had died. Many of these stories are true to
life or based on real events from newspaper articles. "Mega Woman" details how winning the Mega
Bucks lottery, may have changed the life of a young woman struggling to make ends meet. Other
stories answer questions never before answered, like, "how did the SCUD missile come by its
name?" The "Mystery Of The Mima Mounds" is my offering of science fiction.
Old Loves Die Hard…and in the worst places.In Old Loves Die Hard, Lauren Carr continues the ragsto-riches story of Mac Faraday, an underpaid homicide detective who inherits two-hundred-andseventy million dollars and an estate on Deep Creek Lake, Maryland, from his birth mother on the
day his divorce becomes final.Mac is settling nicely into his new life at Spencer Manor when his
ex-wife Christine shows up—and she wants him back! Before Mac can send her packing, Christine
and her estranged lover are murdered in Mac's private penthouse suite at the Spencer Inn, the
five-star resort built by his ancestors.The investigation leads to the discovery of cases files
for some of Mac's murder cases in the room of the man responsible for destroying his marriage.
Why would his ex-wife's lover come to Spencer to dig into Mac's old cases?With the help of his
new friends on Deep Creek Lake, Mac must use all of his detective skills to clear his name and
the Spencer Inn's reputation, before its five-stars—and more bodies—start dropping!
Senior citizen James P. Dandy and his lady friend, Dodee Swish, do not expect their second trip
to a Baltimore, Maryland, elderhostel class to be filled with the murder and mayhem of their
previous bonsai class, but they find they are quite wrong when chefs start dying all around
them. Reprint.
Jack the Ripper & the London Press
Wine Fiction
Murder Under Blue Skies
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Murder, Vice, and the Reign of a Dirty Cop
Murder in Westminster
Select Wine Bibliographies
Blondie, Boston Blackie, Ellery Queen, The Lone Wolf, Gasoline Alley, Jungle Jim... There were 27 film series produced and
released by Columbia Pictures from 1926 through 1955. This reference book covers the origins of the popular fictional
characters featured, as well as their appearances in other media (comics, novels, radio and television). Also provided are
thumbnail biographies of the actors who brought these characters to life. The films themselves are examined in detail, with
release dates, cast and production credits, synopses, reviews, the author’s summation, the publicity “tag lines,” and the
songs heard. Additionally, most of the outdoor locations used in filming such Columbia western series as Wild Bill
Saunders and The Durango Kid are identified.
This carefully edited mustery collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices. Contents: Detectives White & Furneaux Mysteries: The Postmaster's Daughter Number
Seventeen The Strange Case of Mortimer Fenley The De Bercy Affair What Would You Have Done? Reginald Brett,
Barrister Detective: The Albert Gate Mystery The Stowmarket Mystery; Or, A Legacy of Hate Inspector White: A Mysterious
Disappearance Detective-Inspector Clancy: The Bartlett Mystery Supernatural Mystery: The Late Tenant International
Intrigue & Murder Mystery: One Wonderful Night Political Mysteries: His Unknown Wife The Day of Wrath: A Story of 1914
The Stowaway Girl
A humorous graphic investigation of the author's obsession with true crime, the murders that have most captivated her
throughout her life, and a love letter to her fellow true-crime fanatics. Why is it so much fun to read about death and
dismemberment? In Murder Book, lifelong true-crime obsessive and New Yorker cartoonist Hilary Fitzgerald Campbell
tries to puzzle out the answer. An unconventional graphic exploration of a lifetime of Ann Rule super-fandom, amateur
armchair sleuthing, and a deep dive into the high-profile murders that have fascinated the author for decades, this is a
funny, thoughtful, and highly personal blend of memoir, cultural criticism, and true crime with a focus on the oftenoverlooked victims of notorious killers.
The Griffin Murders by Jon Gegenheimer Author Jon Gegenheimer is a long-time practicing attorney, elected court official,
and a writer of serious literary fiction. His first novel, The Second Hill (AuthorHouse 2011), is an exceptional piece of
historical/futuristic fiction. It is a unique work that foresaw virtually every malady afflicting today’s troubled world:
ubiquitous terrorism, rampant moral relativism, absurd political correctness, and the all-out assault against the JudeoChristian ethic. Although The Griffin Murders is predominantly a straight murder mystery, it is of the same genre as The
Second Hill. Beyond a spellbinding surface plot, it features deep character development and strikingly relevant themes. Its
pace is lively; its prose is rich and finely crafted; and there are plenty of twists and turns along the way. The Griffin
Murders is reminiscent of the Sherlock Holmes adventures. Its protagonists, Louisiana Supreme Court Justice Steve
Wyndham and U.S. Attorney Rod West, are Holmes and Watson reincarnated. They follow myriad clues throughout New
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Orleans’ French Quarter in pursuit of an unusually cunning serial killer who leaves at each murder scene the likeness of a
gryphon: the mythical creature that is half eagle and half lion. Four years after the initial murder, Justice Wyndham, in
Holmes-like fashion, unmasks the murderer during a Mardi Gras party at his stately French Quarter residence. The
disclosure most certainly will astonish the reader. Without question, this story will appeal to the devoted whodunit
audience. Moreover, it is fine Dickensian writing that informs as much as it entertains. Like The Second Hill, it is a story
for the times – written to awaken, delight, educate, and spark conversation. In writing this unique detective adventure,
Gegenheimer drew upon his vast experience as a trial lawyer. He believes in the axiom “Write what you know.”
The Story of Bluebeard and His Wives
Murder in a Teacup
Murder Book
The Terrible Power of a Minor Guilt
Surviving Murder
Killing Thyme

Maria Tatar analyses the many forms the tale of Bluebeard's wife has taken over time, showing how artists have taken the Bluebeard
theme and revived it with their own signature twists.
Hairstylist Marla Vail flushes out a killer when murder disrupts her mother’s home renovation plans in this stylish cozy mystery. When
hairstylist and savvy sleuth, Marla Vail, gets a frantic call from her mother that there’s a dead body in her shower, Marla realizes this
wasn’t part of the home renovation plans. The victim turns out to be the project manager, who had an untrustworthy reputation in town.
Disgruntled customers, unpaid suppliers, and the design company’s staff are among the suspects. Which one of them wanted the
foreman to pipe down about their shady dealings? Meanwhile, the lead investigator sets his sights on Marla’s stepfather, Reed, who’s
keeping secrets from his family. Reed has a past connection to the victim and won’t come clean about what he knows. As Marla drills
deeper, she’s showered with suspicions, but nobody’s willing to leak any information. She needs to hammer down the prospects, or
time will drain away and the murderer will strike again. To flush out the culprit, Marla taps into her pipeline of resources. Can she
assemble the clues and demolish the alibis to nail a killer? Or has someone designed the perfect murder? Recipes Included!
"I highly recommend this textbook to any instructor of an introductory criminal law course. It provides a concise overview of the law
and introduces students to the complexities of the law in practice by providing case scenarios. This is an excellent textbook with
beneficial supplementary online resources." —Erin C. Heil, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville A book that students find
interesting and instructors consider educationally valuable, the Fifth Edition of Contemporary Criminal Law combines traditional
concepts with thought-provoking cases and engaging learning tools. The text covers both foundational and emerging legal topics such
as terrorism, gangs, cybercrime, and hate crimes, illustrated by real-life examples that students connect with. Clear explanations of
criminal law and defenses are complemented by provocative, Page
well-edited
cases followed by discussion questions to stimulate critical
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thinking and in-class discussion. The book provides a contemporary perspective on criminal law that encourages students to actively
read and analyze the text. The Fifth Edition is enhanced throughout by new cases that offer the most up-to-date coverage of evolving
legal opinions and developments in criminal law. Bundle Lippman’s texts and save! We’ve made it easy for students to get Striking the
Balance all in one convenient package at a student-friendly price. When bundled with the new edition of Contemporary Criminal Law,
students receive a 20% discount. Use ISBN: 978-1-5443-4269-6 Give your students the SAGE edge! SAGE edge offers a robust online
environment featuring an impressive array of free tools and resources for review, study, and further exploration, keeping both
instructors and students on the cutting edge of teaching and learning. Learn more at edge.sagepub.com/lippmanccl5e.
FROM EXCITING AUTHOR OF COZY MYSTERIES, CC DRAGON Book one in the Southern Belle Cozy Mysteries series Ah,
sweet home Tennessee, with the Music City, Dollywood and Murder... Annabelle &‘Belle' Baxter returns home to her small southern
town after studying catering and hotel management, to help her Gran, the only real family she has. Determined to make their preserves
shop a success, Belle expands the menu and boosts business—until the pompous sheriff drops dead, poisoned, after trying one of her
signature smoothies. People looking down on Belle is nothing new, but this time they're quick to point a finger as well. Now it's not
just her high school rival or the perfect church ladies—the bumbling deputies want to pin it on her too, leaving her no choice but to
find the murderer herself. If the preserves shop goes under, she and her gran are ruined. But it's scary how many suspects her poking
around turns up—the sheriff's jealous deputy, his pissed-off wife, the girlfriend he was about to dump his wife for, or even the
handsome new deputy, Gus Haywood, whose city ways riled the stuffy sheriff. Belle can't let this handsome stranger distract her, not
when she has to clear her name and protect the town she loves, despite its people. Well, maybe he can distract her a little...
Witness to a Murder 3
The Blackmail Blend
Styled for Murder
Literary Essays
The Trees
Murder in Designer Genes
Cake, not murder. Cake hardly ever gets you killed... Tabitha can quit solving murder mysteries any time she
likes - and right now, she's far more interested in her catering job for Queen Beattie's high tea. Beatrice Wilde is
a famous and beloved romance novelist, who nurtures new writers with tea, sympathy and career advice. She's
also obnoxious, demanding, and a hot contender for 'Client Most Likely To Be Murdered By Cake Fork.' Queen
Beattie's high tea sets off a murderous chain of events involving poison, blackmail, revenge ... and a special
blend of mayhem. Once again, Tabitha is right in the centre of the chaos, and the only way out is to solve the
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crime - even if that means losing one of the very confusing and attractive men in her life. Six romance writers
Five secrets Four poison pen letters Three stolen manuscripts Two undercover journalists One overcomplicated love life Way too many teacups and tiny sandwiches... The Blackmail Blend is a Cafe La Femme
mini mystery set between A Trifle Dead and Drowned Vanilla. Reviews "If you like your murder mysteries with
lashings of fabulous food, frocks, and friends, these are the books for you."-- Jodi McAlister CAFE LA FEMME
BOOKS: A Trifle Dead - Book 1 The Blackmail Blend - mini mystery Drowned Vanilla - Book 2 Keep Calm and Kill
the Chef - Book 3 COMING September 19 2019! AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY: Livia Day is a stylish, murder-obsessed
fashionista who lives inside the head of someone else entirely. Tansy Rayner Roberts is a mother, an author, a
blogger, a podcaster, and a Hugo-award winning critic. Together they WRITE CRIME. And sometimes they invent
ice cream recipes. Livia Day is the author of the Café La Femme series of cozy mystery novels, including A Trifle
Dead, Drowned Vanilla, The Blackmail Blend and available for preorder, Keep Calm and Kill the Chef. Warning:
reading these books will make you crave dessert. Culinary crime; cozy mysteries series; female amateur
detective; recipes; cooking.
The first in a vibrant, inclusive new historical mystery series by acclaimed author Vanessa Riley portrays the
true diversity of the Regency-era, as a widow whose skin color and notorious family history have left her with
few friends she can rely on - just as the local vicar names her the prime suspect in a murder case... Discovering
a body on her property presents Lady Abigail Worthing with more than one pressing problem. The victim is
Juliet, the wife of her neighbor, Stapleton Henderson. Although Abigail has little connection with the lady in
question, she expects to be under suspicion. Abigail's skin color and her mother's notorious past have earned
her a certain reputation among the ton, and no amount of wealth or status will eclipse it. Abigail can't divulge
that she was attending a secret pro-abolition meeting at the time of the murder. To her surprise, Henderson
offers her an alibi. Though he and Juliet were long estranged, and she had a string of lovers, he feels a certain
loyalty to his late wife. Perhaps together, he and Abigail can learn the truth. Abigail, whose marriage to Lord
Worthing was not a love match, knows well how appearances can deceive. For all its surface elegance, London's
high society can be treacherous. Yet who in their circle would have killed Juliet, and why? Taking the reins of
her life in a way she never has before, Abby intends to find out--but in the process she will uncover more danger
than she ever imagined...
Chronicles the evolution of the spy television genre, from its origins in the 1960s anti-communist propaganda
spy shows to the current international espionage programs.
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Wine Fiction: A Bibliography will lead you to mystery, romance, novels, poetry, plays, stories, and other books
with a wine, winery, or vineyard theme. These may be new, old, or hard to find works. Many are now available in
a new format. Use this guide as a starting point to find a book you did not know about. Find your next new
favorite book.
Much Ado About Murder
Contemporary Criminal Law
14 Murder Mysteries in One Volume
British Murder Mysteries - The Louis Tracy Edition
A Cafe La Femme Mini Mystery
The Picnic

Blake and Shelby Gunner’s plans to renovate the old boathouse go awry when murder comes calling...
Autumn in Port Scuttlebutt usually means a stormy Lake Superior, crisp temperatures, vibrant fall colors, and
an invasion of deer hunters. This year, there’s also a shallow grave. Someone killed Pete Dugan’s ex-wife and
planted her under his woodpile. The police consider him the obvious suspect, but the Gunner’s have other
ideas. What does the death of a pet squirrel, the sighting of a mysterious car, a break-in at the bed &
breakfast, and the reappearance of three ex-cons into the community have to do with the murder of a middleaged legal assistant? No detective worth a grain of salt believes in coincidence. So when things start piling up
that seem too quirky to be happenstance, Blake and Shelby have to decipher the clues and come up with the
truth before a killer gets away with murder.
Malibu, California. The sun has just come up and there is no fog along the beach. Suddenly all hell breaks
loose. Retired Scotland Yard Chief Inspector Richard Greene's wife, Jenny, discovers the gruesome corpse of a
man wedged between rocks at the foot of a cliff. There should have been blood, lots of it, because one of the
man's legs is missing, severed just below the hip, the frayed edges of his jeans exposing a fresh stump. All
identification, including fingerprints, has been removed, the only clue, a peculiar hand-embroidered design
on the right-rear pocket of his jeans. Was it a revenge killing, a hate crime, the work of a satanic cult?
Inspector Greene, in L.A. to deliver the keynote speech at the International Forensics Symposium, suspects
the bizarre presentation is the work of ALOPEX, master of disguise, scourge of Scotland Yard, purposely
designed to draw the Inspector into another deadly game of chess. When Alopexs's first taunting postcard
arrives, the Inspector's worst suspicions are confirmed. Alopex's victims are always members of the medical
profession who have through financial influence or membership in the "old boy's club," circumvented the
judicial system, their patient's deaths never avenged. His latest victim, Dr. Louis Bronsib, a lustful
egomaniac, covets a Nobel Prize at any price. In bed with organized crime, he ruthlessly tests an untried AIDS
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vaccine in Africa where he becomes Alopex's quarry. When the young son of a Greek shipping magnate dies
after mistakenly receiving a bone-marrow transplant containing hyped AIDS-virus instead of Bronsib's
"miracle designer genes," maliciously added by one of Bronsib's discarded lovers, Bronsib becomes the target
of a mob-style hit while fishing in Capri. Taban, Alopex's partner in crime, accidentally overhears the plot to
kill Bronsib.
Wine Fiction: A Bibliography will lead you to mystery, romance, novels, poetry, plays, stories, humor, horror,
juvenile, anthology and other books with a wine, winery, or vineyard theme. These may be new, old, out-ofprint, or hard to find works. Many are now available in a new format. Use this guide as a starting point to find
a book you did not know about. Find your next new favorite book here. This work is arranged by subject for
easy use. Fields included are Author, Title, Subtitle, Place of publication, Publisher, Date of publication,
Format, Genre, Location, ISBN, and any pertinent notes. Notes may include other editions available. This
second edition indicates new entries added since the first edition was published. Wine Fiction: A Bibliography
lists works published from the 1600s through the year 2020. All works are in the English language, even
those that have a foreign setting. The strengths of this work include titles published in the United States,
Australia, and Canada, as well as England, Europe and South America. The most extensive listings are
Mysteries, Romances, and Novels. There is no other wine fiction bibliography arranged by subject with ISBNs
for quick purchase or library borrowing. You will appreciate owning this work for years to come.
Retired weatherman Stanley Waters opens a bed-and-breakfast in Virginia called Blue Skies, but when a
guest dies during the grand opening, Waters and his three cats find that a murder investigation is more
exciting--and dangerous--than television.
Christmas Fudge Fatality
Arranged by Subject
Jimmy the King
Old Loves Die Hard
The Harry Cohn Years
A Bibliography

This carefully crafted ebook collection is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents:
Detectives White & Furneaux Mysteries: The Postmaster's Daughter Number Seventeen The Strange Case of Mortimer
Fenley The De Bercy Affair What Would You Have Done? Reginald Brett, Barrister Detective: The Albert Gate Mystery
The Stowmarket Mystery; Or, A Legacy of Hate Inspector White: A Mysterious Disappearance Detective-Inspector
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An incredible four-decade account of murder, power, and corruption in one of the country’s largest police departments In
1979, the gruesome slaying of a thirteen-year-old boy riveted the suburbs of Suffolk County, New York. As the county
hustled to bring the case to a dubious resolution, a wayward local teenager emerged with a convenient story to tell. For
his cooperation, Jimmy Burke was rewarded with a job as a cop. Thus began Burke’s unlikely ascent to the top of one of
the country’s largest law enforcement jurisdictions. He and a crew of likeminded allies utilized vengeance, gangster
tactics, and political leverage to become the most powerful and feared figures in their suburban empire. Until a pilfered
bag of sex toys brought it all crashing down. Jimmy the King is the story of the rise, reign, and paranoiac fall of a corrupt
cop and his regime—a crime family with badges and guaranteed pensions. Novelistic in detail and piercing in its political
insight, this book will leave you questioning who modern policing serves, who it protects, and who it preys upon and
abandons.
A baker who sees the dead. One too many suitors. And a killer. Living in Honey Hollow can be murder. *A laugh out loud
standalone cozy mystery by New York Times Bestseller Addison Moore* All books in the series can be read individually
but are best enjoyed in order.***Includes RECIPE*** My name is Lottie Lemon, and I see dead people. Okay, so I rarely
see dead people, mostly I see furry creatures of the dearly departed variety, aka dead pets, who have come back from
the other side to warn me of their previous owner's impending doom. The holidays have arrived, and the Jolly Holly Tree
Lot is hosting a special event that has pets and people alike bustling to get a picture with the jolly old elf himself. My
sweet cats are just as anxious as I am to get to the front of the line, but that body I stumble upon threatens to take the joy
right out of the season. Lottie Lemon has a brand new bakery to tend to, a budding romance with perhaps one too many
suitors, and she has the supernatural ability to see dead pets-which are always harbingers for ominous things to come.
Throw in the occasional ghost of the human variety, a string of murders, and her insatiable thirst for justice, and you'll
have more chaos than you know what to do with. Living in the small town of Honey Hollow can be murder. *This book
was formerly featured as a part of the Six Merry Little Murders Boxed Set.
When an ice cream vendor discovers a frozen stiff, a Florida diner owner must serve up some just desserts . . . “A fun
new series.”—E. J. Copperman, national bestselling author of the Haunted Guesthouse Mysteries Gia has become good
friends with Trevor, a fun, flirtatious bachelor who owns the ice cream parlor down the street from her popular All-Day
Breakfast Café. Trevor has the scoop on all sorts of local attractions and activities. But when he bursts into her diner,
trembling and paler than a pint of French Vanilla, she can tell something’s very wrong. Trevor points her toward his shop,
then passes out cold. When Gia arrives there, she discovers a chilling sight—a dead body in the open freezer. But the ice
cream man’s troubles are just beginning. The police suspect him of this murder a la mode, especially when details of his
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questionable past surface. Gia believes in her friend and is determined to clear his name and find the real cold-blooded
killer before someone else gets put on ice . . . Praise for the writing of Lena Gregory “Hold on to your plates for this fastpaced mystery that will leave you hungering for more!” —J. C. Eaton, author of the Sophie Kimball Mysteries, on Scone
Cold Killer “Family secrets, old mansions, and a growing list of murder victims—these elements and more blend together
to make an intriguing as well as entertaining cozy mystery.” —RT Book Reviews on Occult and Battery “As breezy and
salty as a gust of wind off the chilly bay waters.” —Juliet Blackwell, New York Times–bestselling author of the Witchcraft
Mysteries on Death at First Sight
Spy Television
MURDER MYSTERY Boxed Set: 14 Books Collection
The Griffin Murders
Columbia Pictures Movie Series, 1926Ð1955
A Cold Brew Killing
The Mint Julep Murder
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